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Established over 60 years ago in the music branch, our company stands for sophisticated equipment 
with excellent quality. K&M are providers of music stands, microphone and instrument stands, speaker 
stands, seats and accessories for lighting, sound and studio technology.

Rolls Corporation is an innovative audio electronics manufacturer specializing in interface accessories, 
mixers, amplifiers, signal processors and signal sources.

Headquartered in Overland Park, Kansas USA - MSE Audio, parent company of SoundTube 
Entertainment, SolidDrive, Rockustics and Soundsphere has multiple design and manufacturing 
centers across the residential and commercial markets, MSE Audio’s synergistic, cross-platform 
design and engineering ensures exceptional durability, superior sonic performance and refined 
aesthetics.


Initially known for state-of-the-art phonograph cartridges, A-T now creates high-performance 
microphones, headphones, wireless systems, mixers and electronic products for home and 
professional use. 


Founded in 1995, PreSonus® Audio Electronics, Inc., is a leading designer and manufacturer of audio-
recording and live-sound software, hardware, and related accessories.

Aviom is a pro audio equipment manufacturer of personal monitoring systems.  Aviom's products are 
used in live sound, broadcast, recording studios, houses of worship, theaters, schools, and post-
production facilities worldwide. Applications include interfacing with stage monitoring, headphone 
monitoring, and in-ear monitoring.

Fulcrum’s product catalog includes the TQ Install Series for installed sound projects where precise 
pattern control is essential, the Prophile Series for high-energy distributed systems where both 
aesthetics and performance are critical, and the FA Portable Series. 

Founded in 1995, Visionary Solutions, Inc. manufactures Audio and Video Internet Protocol (AV over IP) 
equipment that provides real-time transport of audio and video over IP networks. 

For more than 20 years, Salamander Designs® has been designing innovative, specialized furniture 
systems that are shaped by your needs.

Manufacturer of Traynor Amplifers, Manufacturer of Yorkville PA & amps; Lighting Products, 
Manufacturer of VTC ProAudio Touring Systems, Owns ART Pro Audio and ARTcessories.

Based in Northern Indiana, a traditional hub of Professional Audio innovation, LEA is a startup with 
deep pedigree including hundreds of years of collective professional amplifier and electronics design 
experience.

Grandview Crystal Screen Co.Ltd. is a global leading projection screen manufacturer, offering a 
complete line of internationally recognized screens.
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